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‘Paradise’
Pace
As successful an inspiration as any
for a show of gallery artists, “Par-
adise” had the advantage of a title
that was short and sweet and open
to interpretation. An artist could go
all Zen in a geometric sort of way:
Agnes Martin in a subdued line
painting, Untitled #5 (2002), that
seems to float on the canvas; and
Robert Irwin in a 2011 wall con-
struction of vertical fluorescent-
style lights, the white lights lit and
the colored ones not—all to very in-
triguing effect.

The balancing act of drawn lines
and arcs versus off-kilter forms in
Robert Mangold’s shaped painting
Column Structure XVIII A (2007) re-
vealed the artist at the top of his
form. Likewise, a smallish Elizabeth
Murray gem, Twist of Fate, December
(1979), in which a green, blue, and
pink, vaguely cruciform shape
topped off by a bright-cherry shape
with stem, showed the artist at her
freewheeling best.

The figure—human and other—could
be found in the gallery’s second room.
Zhang Huan’s Tui Bei Tu No. 36 (2007) is
a giant sheet of handmade paper largely
covered with a cascade of white feathers.
At its top, a drawn bird, perhaps a king-
fisher, looks on regally. Tactility and mys-
tery play off one another to great effect.
Similarly, Pier Paolo Calzolari’s untitled
1978 example of arte povera—a painting
on lead, with a music stand and a single
feather attached—made a nice transition,
somehow sharing a palette
and sensibility with Zhang.  

Introducing the human el-
ement, a Jim Dine bathrobe
painting, Bethlehem (1979),
paired well with Kiki Smith’s
untitled 1994 plaster female
figure with stained-glass
butterflies attached. As if
alighting on an unapologetic
Eve, the chunky butterflies
add an unpredictability to
this almost ecstatic plaster
nude who holds her arms
wide open. It is a soaring
homage and a riposte to art
history and its parade of fe-
male nudes.

—Cynthia Nadelman

Barbara Takenaga
DC Moore
The stylistically diverse paintings in Bar-
bara Takenaga’s show seemed to blast off
into outer space, expanding on the
artist’s previous work and alluding to
alien landscapes populated by what look
like spaceships, satellite maps, fireworks,
tidal waves, and carnival rides. By
adding a horizon line to many of the
paintings, Takenaga breaks up the all-
over-ness of her signature swirls of dots

and careening lines to create an in-
triguing topography.   

The inclusion of radial lines adds
a hallucinogenic element of shifting
spaces. In Tadanori Meets Hiroshije
(2013), Takenaga extracts elements
from the Japanese graphic designer
and illustrator Tadanori and the
artist Hiroshige to devise an in-
triguing configuration of radiating
beams in contrasting blues. These
are topped by an orange-and-green
swirl and anchored by a yellow ver-
tical bar spanning the left side of
the canvas. In Red Funnel (2013),
where a phoenix-rising-from-the-
ashes shape emerges from a murky
splash of greenish gray, the atmos-
phere is distinctly apocalyptic. The
pulsing orbs of light in the compar-
atively sedate Sphere/Horizon
(2012) recall Ross Bleckner’s cosmic
chandelier paintings from the
1980s.

Takenaga has developed new ap-
proaches to her painting, such as
pouring or throwing paint on can-
vas in a manner she calls “faux Ab

Ex.” It was particularly apparent in
Green Light (2013), in which minute
splatters of paint are isolated and out-
lined in cartoonish configurations. 

More surprises abounded in the
gallery’s second room. White Grid on Sil-
ver and #3 Black and Silver Grid (both
2013) presented yet another take on the
artist’s seemingly infinite imagination.
In these, the shimmering wavy grids
look like old TV patterns, or, in Take-
naga’s words, a “Zen surrealism.”

—Amanda Church

Jim Dine, Bethlehem, 1979, oil on canvas, 79" x 53". Pace.

Barbara Takenaga, Two Waves, 2013, acrylic on linen, 36" x 72". DC Moore.
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